
Say you’re eating out with friends and your pal, Adrian, offers to cover 

the tab and have everyone pay him back. He hands his card to the 

server while you and your friends pull out your phones. You open up the 

P2P cash-transfer app and find Adrian in your contact list. Just key in the 

amount you owe and send the money. You may have to input a PIN or 

prove your identity in another way before the transaction is finalized. 

Within seconds, he gets a notification that the money’s been sent. Once 

the funds transfer, Adrian can choose to leave them in the P2P account 

until it’s his turn to pay, or he may move the money to a checking 

account at the financial institution of his choice.

Not too long ago, splitting any type of bill with a group of friends was a 

hassle. P2P payments make it easier than ever for consumers to transfer 

money immediately upon an “IOU”. These payments allow the transfer of 

funds between two parties using their individual checking accounts / 

debit cards or credit cards through an online or mobile app. 

While credit and debit cards remain dominate in the payments 

landscape, the latest trends show a rise in payment apps that let you 

send money from your mobile device to other people. It is no shocker 

that more than 62% of American millennials users prefer P2P mobile 

payments, such as Cash App, PayPal, Venmo, Facebook Payments, 

Google Wallet, Apple Pay, Zelle, etc.

Peer-to-Peer Payments
R i s k  O v e r v i e w

P2P payments are expected to continue their ascent in 2021—

transaction value is expected to grow 37.9% this year.

Rise in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Payments
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Eating out and splitting the tab is easy. 

Collecting money for a shared gift is no 

longer a hassle. Paying back borrowed 

money can be done anywhere, and at 

any time.

Are P2P payments safe?

P2P systems are careful to encrypt your 

financial information and to use security 

measures for protecting the member’s 

funds. However, these measures aren’t 

foolproof. Many P2P systems have been 

targeted by hackers and scammers.

Unfortunately, if a member has been 

scammed or has had another issue with 

a P2P payment, the member is usually 

on his / her own. 

P2P is changing the way 

we handle our money.

Source: eMarketer, May 6, 2021



Zelle, created by financial institutions, saw payment volume climb 61% year-over-year (YoY) and transaction value 

rise 74% YoY, according to eMarketer. However, the overall growth in P2P payments has also drawn attention from 

fraudsters as another avenue to carry-out scams.

What are the risks?

With the rise in adoption of P2P payments, more of your members will take advantage of this service. Transfers often 

happen in seconds, making it tough to stop a fraudulent transfer or back out of an honest mistake. Yet, your members 

expect to have protection with anything linking back to their accounts or credit union-issued cards. 

Given these transactions are consumer-initiated, there is less protection against fraud. If your member types in the 

wrong phone number when transferring money and that number is not affiliated with an account, members will receive 

an error message, However, if the number is associated to someone’s account (or one set up by a fraudster), the 

money will go the wrong hands. Member-initiated error, such as sending money to the wrong person, is unlikely to be 

refunded.

Peer-to-Peer Payments

A c c o u n t  T a k e o v e r s

A significant form of fraud impacting P2P is account takeover, which 

could happen through social engineering, phishing or some other 

malware tactic in which your credentials such as username and 

password are made available to the fraudster. 

Credit unions should use strong two-factor authentication that does not 

rely on transmitting passcodes in emails and SMS text messages. 

Recently, Zelle’s mobile P2P service was updated to add measures to 

help prevent users from inadvertently sending money to the wrong 

person. Zelle now includes a pop-up warning for users that send money 

to someone not in their contacts. 

Unauthorized P2P Transfers & Reg E’s Prepaid Account Rule

Regulation E’s (Reg E) prepaid account rule, which went into effect April 1, 2019, provides Reg E protection to P2P 

users when the source of the unauthorized electronic fund transfers (EFTs) are from funds stored directly to the app. 

It’s important for credit unions to have at least a basic understanding of the prepaid account rule for P2P apps in the 

event members seek assistance from the credit union in resolving disputes, such as when a member experiences a 

loss involving unauthorized EFTs from funds stored directly to the P2P app. Although the unauthorized EFTs were not 

made from the member’s credit union account, the member could turn to the credit union for assistance.

Scope of the Prepaid Account Rule 

The final rule’s definition of a prepaid account includes a payroll card account; a government benefits account; an 

account marketed or labeled as “prepaid” that is redeemable at multiple, unaffiliated merchants or useable at ATMs; 

and accounts that meets all the following:

• Issued on a prepaid basis in a specified amount or is capable of being loaded with funds after issuance; 

• Has a primary function of conducting transactions with multiple, unaffiliated merchants for goods or services, 

conducting transactions at ATMs, or conducting person-to-person (P2P) transfers; 

• Is not a checking account, share draft account, or negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) account; and does not 

satisfy a specific exclusion set forth in the final rule.  

Zelle’s%20small-business%20transaction%20volume%20surged%20180%25%20in%20Q1,%20aiding%20overall%20business%20growth


Unauthorized EFTs via P2P Scenarios

1. Member/P2P user links the app to their credit union debit card and has funds stored directly to the app. Fraudster 

steals the member’s mobile device and uses P2P to transfer funds stored on the app to others.  

Outcome: Member would file their dispute with the P2P provider for unauthorized EFTs from funds stored on the 

app. 

2. Member/P2P user links the app to their credit union debit card and has no funds stored directly to the app. 

Fraudster steals the member’s mobile device and uses P2P to transfer funds to others using the linked debit card.

Outcome: Member would file their dispute with the credit union for unauthorized use of the member’s debit card. 

3. Member/P2P user links the app to their credit union checking account and has no funds stored directly to the app. 

Fraudster steals the member’s mobile device and uses P2P to transfer funds to others from the linked checking 

account. 

Outcome: Member would file their dispute with the credit union for unauthorized EFTs from the member’s 

checking account. The transactions would post to the member’s account as ACH debits. Under NACHA rules, the 

credit union – as the Receiving Depository Financial Institution (RDFI) - has 60 days to return the unauthorized 

ACH debits to the Originating Depository Financial Institution (ODFI). 

There is a possibility that the member/P2P user could file a Reg E claim with both the credit union and the P2P 

provider. Consider the following scenario: 

Member/P2P user links the app to their credit union debit card and has no funds stored directly on the app. 

Fraudster steals the member’s mobile device and uses P2P to add funds to the app using the linked debit card. 

The fraudster then uses the app to transfer funds stored on the app to others.

The member could potentially file the Reg E claim with the both the credit union and P2P provider, so double-dipping 

is a possibility. The credit union must still promptly investigate the member’s claim of unauthorized use if the member 

also files the claim with the P2P provider.  

If the member is re-credited by both the credit union and the P2P provider, the credit union could ask the member to 

reimburse the credit union for the credit previously given by the credit union. Note that the credit union cannot reverse 

the credit. 

Peer-to-Peer Payments

The definition of a prepaid account includes P2P apps that are capable of being 

loaded with funds. A product that is only capable of storing a consumer’s payment 

credentials (e.g., debit card details), but is incapable of having funds stored on it, 

are not considered a prepaid account. P2P apps such as Cash App, PayPal and 

Venmo fall under the rule since they are capable of holding funds and the provider

is considered a “financial institution” under Reg E.  

The prepaid account rule provides P2P users with Reg E protection for 

unauthorized EFTs that occur when the source of the unauthorized transfers are 

from funds stored directly to the app. The “financial institution” a member/P2P user

files their dispute with depends on the source of the funds that were transferred: 

• Member/P2P user would file their dispute with the P2P provider if the source of

the unauthorized EFTs were from funds stored on the app. 

• Member/P2P user would file their dispute with the credit union when the source of the unauthorized EFTs were 

from the linked credit union checking account or debit card. 
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Peer-to-Peer Payments

Risk Mitigation Tips for P2P Payments

When used responsibly, P2P payment transfers can be a convenient way for members to share expenses or pay back 

borrowed funds. Credit unions offering P2P payments should consider these risk mitigation tips: 

• Utilize real-time fraud detection and monitoring.

• Encourage members to add a PIN number to access their account. Many platforms let you create a PIN and require 

it to complete transactions. For even stronger protection, adding a PIN to get into the member’s phone, too.

• Have members opt for a notification for every transaction - some platforms do this automatically, but if yours 

doesn’t; have the member check your settings for the option to get texts any time there’s a transaction on the 

account. Notifications via email should be avoided due to the risk of email account hacking.

• Utilize out-of-band authentication leveraging the use of one-time passcodes - where the member must confirm the 

website login or individual transactions as necessary .

• Conduct user-behavior monitoring. 

• Utilize monetary and frequency limits.

• Provide member education to promote good online banking habits.

• Enter data carefully. if you mistype a recipient’s email address, phone number or name, the money could go to the 

wrong person. Double-check your recipient’s information before you send a payment.
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W h a t  e l s e  c a n  m e m b e r s  d o ?

• Send money only to people you know. Many peer-to-peer transactions are instantaneous and irreversible

• Get all your recipient’s details correct from the get-go. Before you press “send” or “pay,” make sure that you 

have the right username, phone number, photo, or other identifier. Some services, such as Venmo, offer the 

opportunity to receive a special code to confirm that the person you’re sending money to is your intended 

recipient. Choose services that offer these features and use them.

• Confirm that you can find help if things go wrong. Before using any P2P service, search through the app for 

customer service contacts and procedures so that you know where to go and what kind of help to expect.

• Keep your app up-to-date. Hackers are always exploiting more vulnerabilities, If you have old software, 

you’re missing the latest protections. Make sure you have auto-updates turned on across the board. 
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